
Extending Oracle WMS 
and ERP with Lucas
Many distribution centers and warehouses using Oracle WMS and ERP systems are looking 
for ways to improve picking and other warehouse processes without replacing their current 
systems. Rather than upgrading or customizing their Oracle systems, many of these DCs 
get the new warehouse management capabilities they need using Lucas warehouse 
optimization solutions.

Lucas software eliminates the cost and risk of replacing your warehouse management 
system, and it’s a solution that will prolong the life of your current ERP or WMS. In this 
guide we discuss some things to consider before upgrading your Oracle system, and how 
Baptist Health South Florida was able to supplement their Oracle System with Lucas.



Warehouse management systems were first introduced in the 1990s, often as an add-on or 
customized extension to an Oracle, SAP, Infor or other best in breed ERP system. Today 
WMS is a mature software product category, so it’s no surprise that a large percentage of 
DCs are using WMS systems that are more than five years old.

Upgrading legacy WMS technology often makes sense, but there are many factors to 
consider before committing to a new WMS. The first step in the process is to define the 
capabilities you are lacking today, and then to determine the best way to fill those 
functional gaps.

Many DCs find that their current system provides more than adequate support for their 
inventory management needs. On the flip side, legacy WMS, and ERP systems tend to have 
the largest gaps in the areas of advanced warehouse execution, process optimization, 
management visibility and analytics.

Improving Warehouse Management With 
SAP and ERP Systems

• Flexible work creation and execution of outbound processes

• Workflow improvements for hands-on tasks

• Process optimization and reengineering of inbound and outbound processes

• Real-time orchestration of manual work with automation systems, including AMRs

• Enhanced management visibility and control

Lucas Capabilities to Fill the Gaps

• Dynamic work planning and continuous order release for multi-channel fulfillment

• Intelligent task optimization and system-directed work execution

• Slotting and inventory optimization

• Real-time management reporting

• Advanced analytics, including multi-site visibility and predictive planning

• Labor management, including workforce planning and performance management (LMS)

• Transportation management, including load planning and multi-carrier parcel
management (TMS)

The Principal Gaps in Legacy Systems



“If anyone is looking to keep their current 
system of record for inventory, the Lucas 
solutions lets you do that. We got 70% of 
what we wanted in a new WMS with Lucas, 
but at 1/8 of the cost.”

Dale Adamson, AVP of Logistics and Distribution

Why Consider WMS Alternatives?
Three common solutions for supplementing core WMS functionality are labor management, 
transportation management and slotting software. 

Lucas Warehouse Optimization provides advanced optimization capabilities beyond the 
traditional inbound and outbound functions of a warehouse management system. It also 
adds advanced reporting and analytics.

Adding best-of-breed optimization software outside of an existing system o�ers a number 
of benefits. First and foremost, best-of-breed solutions typically provide richer, more 
configurable capabilities than comparable modules of an all-in-one WMS. Other advantages 
of installing best-of-breed solutions rather than replacing your entire WMS include:

• Shorter implementation time
• Lower cost
• Less risk
• Faster time to value
• Larger return-on-investment
• Richer capabilities

The following example shows how one organization added Lucas software to optimize 
warehouse processes alongside an Oracle ERP.



Baptist Health South Florida is an internationally recognized healthcare network with 10 
hospitals, more than 100 physician practices, and outpatient facilities spanning four counties 
from Palm Beach to the Florida Keys. 

Shortly after starting up a new 157,000 square foot DC, the Baptist Logistics and Distribution 
team started evaluating solutions to improve e�ciency and accuracy of hands-on processes. 
At the time, picking and other processes were directed by paper using printed pick lists from 
PeopleSoft. In the paper-based picking process with their Oracle PeopleSoft ERP, supervisors 
would first sort and group printed orders by hospital, hospital supply station, clinic or other 
shipping destination. Paperwork was sometimes lost and productivity reporting was based on 
manual input.

To modernize their processes Baptist Health installed the Lucas solution, featuring Jennifer™, 
that supplements their ERP with more flexible, adaptable workflows, and richer reporting and 
analytics. Compared to installing a new WMS, the Lucas software had a far lower initial cost 
and faster implementation time, as well as a larger return on investment. 

Beyond the cost considerations, the Lucas solution includes AI-based work optimization tools 
and next generation mobile applications that are not available in a WMS. 

Results since implementing the Lucas software have exceeded expectations:

Baptist Health Turns to Lucas as a WMS 
Alternative

With Lucas, 8-10 employees can do 
the work of 12-14 employees who 
used the old paper based system

Picking accuracy has improved to 
99.99%

Bulk picking productivity has 
improved 20%

Productivity has doubled in the 
main piece-picking area of the DC

Hospital deliveries arrive 1-2 hours 
earlier and are more predictable

Inventory accuracy improved 
20-30% by location



Lucas Systems helps companies transform their distribution center operations and continuously 
adapt to changing market dynamics. We dramatically increase worker productivity, 
operational agility, and accuracy and reduce the need for labor.

Lucas solutions are built on 23-plus years of deep process expertise and smart software using 
AI-based optimization technologies. Our solutions feature Jennifer™, the brain, voice, and 
orchestration engine that drives performance improvement gains. We help you make the 
smartest moves at the lowest cost with Jennifer™.

Anyone considering a new WMS has scores of products to consider, but you might also want 
to consider warehouse optimization solutions as an alternative to a new WMS. 

The Lucas Warehouse Optimization Suite eliminates the cost and risk of replacing your core 
systems, and it’s a solution that will prolong the life of your current Oracle ERP or WMS. More 
importantly, it provides richer, more flexible work execution capabilities than you can get in a 
new WMS. For many DCs it is the best way to get the new warehouse management 
capabilities they need.

Final Thoughts

About Lucas Systems

You rarely implement a new system and have 
users tell you ‘It's made my life so much easier!’ 
Making the processes better for associates 
makes them more productive. And that's better 
for the business.

Chris Rufa, Senior Director of Global Distribution

Visit www.lucasware.com/contact or call 
(724) 940-7000 for more information.


